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Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 133 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.When
sexual demon Bem Hazari possesses her lover s soul, Emma
discovers a world of passion, bondage and illicit love which
threatens her fragile existence. The fragile world of sensitive
Emma is torn apart when her Indian lover Shankar is killed in a
fatal accident. Having inherited the jinn box of his forefathers
she traps his lost soul inside, aware that the box is haunted by
the immortal sexual demon Bem Hazari. But what Emma does
not realise is that Bem plans to capture Shankar s soul and use it
as a means to escape the confines of the box. Bereft at her loss
and craving her lover, Emma turns to the powerful demon
conjuror Bodekar to fabricate her a body-an etheric double of
Shankar-in which to house the soul. However, Bem and Shankar
in an act of dark magic, are now one and she is soon confronted
with a dilemma. Unable to resist Bem s charismatic magical
charms Emma falls even more in love and willingly enters a
world of perverse erotic desire, bondage...
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Reviews
Extremely helpful to any or all category of individuals. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am
just quickly could possibly get a pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- La wr ence K eeling
This publication may be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It is among the most incredible book we
have read through. Your daily life period will be change when you total reading this article publication.
-- Ga r ett B a umba ch
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